
UBC CREATIVE WRITING COURSES

The official UBC descriptions of all Creative Writing Program courses can be found here: UBC online course calendar
The Course schedule showing dates.

All and level CRWR courses are open-enrolment. Creative Writing is taught in varied ways at different
institutions and it may be the case that your previous courses do not equate to pre-requisites for UBC Creative
Writing courses. These small workshop classes require a high standard of original writing and the ability to
provide useful, informed peer feedback, so are not generally suitable for anyone with no formal Creative
Writing background. IDST students interested in upper level Creative Writing courses for their degree should
seek advice from the Creative Writing Undergraduate Advisor on their eligibility and options in Creative
Writing. Note that we will often ask for manuscript samples of your writing in particular genres in order to
consider placing you in a course or advise on your options, and that Creative Writing receives enormous
numbers of queries about course places during active registration periods. Program Options. For you, we
provide here some relevant guidance and information to assist in planning your UBC studies. UBC assesses
and awards transfer credit when you are admitted; those credits are carefully assessed and are established on
full consideration of the equivalence of courses between institutions. You should consult and follow the
detailed instructions at the MACL site on applying for Creative Writing courses; as the options include both
undergraduate and graduate options, to avoid confusion and duplication of effort, all MACL related
submissions and queries should be directed to the Creative Writing Undergraduate Advisor. If you are
on-campus and unable to register in Creative Writing courses for which you have been cleared, you can speak
with the Creative Writing Undergraduate Advisor who can assist in finding options and registering you for
other Creative Writing courses that may meet your program requirements. Instructor, tenure-track The
Creative Writing Program at the University of British Columbia invites applications for a tenure-track position
at the rank of Instructor to begin July 1,  An open and diverse community fosters the inclusion of voices that
have been underrepresented or discouraged. The successful candidate will have a strong commitment to high
quality undergraduate and graduate education; will be expected to teach a total of 4 courses 12 credits per
year, to participate in Creative Writing program administration, to supervise graduate theses, and to maintain
an excellent record of teaching, service, and scholarly activity, which includes a distinguished record of
professional publication. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent
residents will be given priority. Applications are to be submitted online through the form at the following link:
crwr. In one of the oldest and most established academic Creative Writing Programs in the world, you can
learn across a uniquely broad range of taught genres, guided by faculty and instructors who are working,
published and award-winning writers themselves. Students transferring within BC can check the equivalency
of courses through the BC Transfer Guide which also has some more general but still useful information for
students transferring from outside BC. The ideal candidate will have an international profile and experience
teaching at both the graduate and undergraduate level, including workshops as well as large lecture classes;
experience in teaching online classes an asset. Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and
experience. Our Major is a closed studio program for third- and fourth-year students, with a selective
portfolio-based admission process. They can also be taken as freestanding electives, and can be used to build
bespoke undergraduate degree programs. The successful applicant will be expected to teach a load of six
one-semester courses 18 credits per year, to participate in Creative Writing program administration, to
supervise graduate theses, and to maintain an active program of excellent teaching, service, and educational
leadership. While we recognize that graduate students need upper level courses to receive credit, you should
be mindful that our Major courses at the level and MFA courses at the level are intended for advanced
Creative Writing students who have qualified through a highly selective process. Our level CRWR courses are
studio workshop classes restricted to those admitted to the Major program. Requirements for the position
include: graduate degree MFA in Creative Writing preferred, but a combination of a post-graduate degree and
appropriate professional experience would be acceptable and evidence of excellence in teaching and
educational leadership. We welcome you to explore what our programs can offer you. Creative Writing
courses at the level usually have a level pre-requisite, and without that in place, it can be challenging for
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anyone to flourish in a class where they do not have the required technical vocabulary and knowledge. If you
are interested in learning about other Creative Writing courses applicable to media studies, please speak with
the Creative Writing Undergraduate Advisor. Requirements include: graduate degree MFA in Creative
Writing preferred, but a combination of a post-graduate degree and appropriate writing and publishing
experience would be acceptable ; demonstrated excellence in graphic forms; experience in a second genre an
asset; evidence of or demonstrated potential for excellent teaching ability of university-level creative writing
courses; one major publication or equivalent required. Review of applications will begin October 15, and will
continue until the position is filled. Graduate students Most graduate students are required to take electives
outside their main field of study and can include upper level undergraduate courses as electives. Students in
our degree programs â€” the Major and the Minor â€”always have priority consideration for open seats, as
they require these to complete their degree. Relevant professional publications in creative writing required.
The program will prioritize candidates with experience in developing pedagogical and curricular strategies for
blended, online, and extended learning courses and related educational innovations. Even if you qualify for a
course, and are given approval, the popularity of many of our classes means that there may not be available
space for you in the class, as current UBC students and most particularly our degree students must take
priority in registration. From , students with a particular interest in screenwriting as part of their degree can
develop their craft in the workshop setting of CRWR , a course that can be taken more than once for credit.
Incoming MACL students are assessed via a brief portfolio, and placed in a Creative Writing class if
appropriate that matches their needs.


